Soviet Speaks "Oklahomák"

The Los Angeles Times News Service 1/2/1975, 2:30 p.m. - "Te greenhouse climate is promoting activity among the American Communist Party. The party is growing, and in some localities, such as California, it is winning converts."

---

Governor’s Cousin To Down Stunts

By DENNIS DONNINO

Dr. James Boren, admiring "Chains

Boren, a Democrat, is seen as a level-headed, white-haired, white-collar politician who has been described as a "white
tech,
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Lawmakers Gird For 'Pork Barrel' Battle

Wetback' Tag Draws Protest

City Surveys Police Cars

2 Face Charges In Theft Of Rings

Teen Rape Suspect Pleads Innocent

Culture Lovers Crowd Festival

Prostitution Probe Ends

Book Store, Gas Station Robbed
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H.A. Carl Services Are Today

Mrs. Elam Dies; Rites Are Monday

Firehouse Site Proposed

Wilson Announces 50 City Layoffs

Twin Wins Move OU Into Lead

 Indy Spoils 89er Opener

EDWARDS, HASKIN Register Sweeps, Speedway Records

Stock Results

Bullets Waltz Into Semifinals

Owens Unchanged—True Grit
Del, Lawton, Ada Win Loop Meets

Altus Claims Boomer Title

Lee Fashions 65, Geiberger Leads

Alumni Take Another Shot At Sooners

Alumni Spice Pokes’ Orange-White Contest

Hayes Named To Aggie Post
Rosy Economic Reports Spur Market To Broad Rally Friday

New York Stock Exchange American
MCC Slates 'Deeper Life' Crusade
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God's Love 'Just Enough' To Make Sinners Just

Pastor Honored

Science, Bible Conference Set

Phillips University Plans Commencement

These Churches Invite YOU To Share With Them In The Spiritual Renewal Of YOUR Community...
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How To Keep Dahlias Happy

By ALICE WISEBANK
The Washington Post News Service

Dahlias are easy to grow, but they do require some effort and attention. Here are some tips to keep your dahlias healthy and beautiful.

Keep Them Watered
Dahlias need plenty of water to thrive. Water them regularly, especially during hot weather. Make sure the soil is consistently moist but not waterlogged.

Mulch
Adding a layer of mulch around the base of your dahlias can help retain moisture and suppress weeds. Use organic mulch to provide additional nutrients to the soil.

Prune
Regular pruning can help increase the number of blooms and improve the overall health of your dahlias. Remove dead or damaged stems to encourage new growth.

Fertilize
Dahlias require a steady supply of nutrients. Fertilize your plants every 4-6 weeks with a balanced fertilizer to promote healthy growth.

Pests and Diseases
Keep an eye out for common pests and diseases that can affect dahlias, such as aphids, powdery mildew, and rust. Treat them promptly with appropriate pesticides or fungicides.
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Teen Identified As Tulsa Stab Victim

A 14-year-old girl named Emily Burns was identified as the stabbing victim. She was attended to by paramedics and then flown by helicopter to the hospital. Her condition was critical upon arrival. The incident occurred near a school as she was walking home from a friend's house.

The Tulsa Police Department is investigating the incident. No information on the suspect or motive has been released at this time.